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Abstract. The rapid proliferation of video recording devices has led to a huge explosion of contents, determining an ever
increasing interest towards the development of methods and tools for automatic video analysis and interpretation. Through the
years, the availability of contextual knowledge has proven to improve video analysis algorithms’ performances in several ways,
although the formal representation of semantic content in a shareable and fusion oriented manner is still an open problem. In this
context, an interesting answer has come from Semantic technologies, that opened a new interesting perspective for the so called
Knowledge Based Computer Vision (KBCV), adding new functionality, improving accuracy, and facilitating data exchange
between video analysis systems in an open extensible manner. In this work, we propose a survey of the papers from the last fifteen
years, back when first applications of semantic technologies to video analysis have appeared. The papers have been analyzed
under different perspectives leading to the definition of a taxonomy of the different approaches and the semantic web technology
stack adoption. As a result, some insights about current trends and future challenges are provided too.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, with the rapid proliferation of video
recording devices and the related explosion of gen-
erated contents, we assist to an increasing interest in
the development of methods and tools for automatic
video analysis and interpretation [72]. Actually, sev-
eral video based applications - such as video surveil-
lance, road traffic control, sports events detection - still
require a strong human intervention when a seman-
tic understanding of contents is needed to detect (and
eventually retrieve) objects, actions or events within a
video stream. Manual analysis of video sequences is a
very time consuming task and it often leads to inaccu-
rate results due to the "video blindness" phenomenon
that affects human operators when watching video for
an extended period of time. In the video surveillance
domain, for example, it has been stimated that an op-
erator can miss up to 95% of scene activities after only
22 minutes of analysis [1][2].

In the last years, great efforts by the computer vi-
sion community have been devoted to the development

of robust and reliable algorithms that, starting from
raw pixels (classic bottom-up approach), aim at ac-
complishing video analysis tasks at different levels:

– Low-level video analysis methods address the
ability to find the image regions corresponding to
objects of interest (detection) and then track them
across different frames while maintaining the cor-
rect identities (tracking) [84,22,24].

– Mid-level video analysis methods face the prob-
lem of recognizing simple or “atomic” events
or activities such as loitering, falls, direction
changes, group formations and separations [14].

– High-level video analysis methods concentrate on
the detection of “complex” events or activities
such as aggressions, fights, pickpocketing, thefts,
general “suspicious events”, activities of daily liv-
ing (especially in the healthcare domain), vehicle
stealing and so on [46][77].

While low-level processing aims at generating fea-
ture descriptions to summarize characteristics of data
in a quantitative way, high-level processing is more
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related to the interpretation and reasoning with vi-
sual data: it takes features descriptors as input and
generates abstract, qualitative descriptions about con-
tents, addressing the so called semantic gap prob-
lem [68]. Through the years, high-level methods have
been implemented using various forms of artificial in-
telligence, from symbolic knowledge representation,
based on hierarchical structures using semantic net-
works [41] or more traditional object oriented data
models [35], up to rule-based systems [4]. Many works
have been focused on improving the ability to search
and retrieve specific contents from large repositories.
Anyway, all the proposed approach share a common
denominator: employing some kind of a priori do-
main knowledge, that can be also regarded as con-
text. As demonstrated in [47,7,60,28] the availability
of contextual knowledge for image and video anal-
ysis can improve algorithms performance in several
ways: for example information about the scene envi-
ronment (structures, static objects, illumination, posi-
tions) could help preventing detection errors (spurious
blobs), tracking errors (occlusion splits, id-switches,
...) or recognize objects in a scene (a car on a road, a
boat in the sea). Successful examples of improvement
provided by the intelligent use of contextual informa-
tion are those in speech and optical character recog-
nition. Indeed, in both cases, by recognizing only ba-
sic elements like phonemes, syllables and by reducing
the space of the possible interpretation hypotheses ac-
cording to a dictionary, a breakthrough of the recogni-
tion capabilities in both systems has been achieved. An
answer that is gaining increasing interest in the scien-
tific community comes from the Semantic Web (SW)
technologies, that address the problem of formally rep-
resenting semantic content and supporting automated
reasoning, sharing and integration of different sources.
SW opened a new interesting perspective for Knowl-
edge Based Computer Vision (KBCV)[78], facilitating
data exchange between video analysis systems in an
open extensible manner. In this work, we aim to survey
the papers from the last fifteen years, back when first
applications of semantic technologies to video analysis
have appeared.

1.1. Aims and Methodology

The survey is aimed to increase the attention of re-
searchers and practitioners working on video analysis
towards the potentiality offered by semantic web tech-
nologies for improving the performance of existing so-
lutions and enabling advanced video analytic function-

alities. However scholars active in SW research could
also gain useful hints about technology usage and ap-
plications for further development.

With this aim in mind, we surveyed a selection of the
most relevant papers in the field, highlighting which
semantic technologies are used, how they are applied
and what results have been achieved. This allowed us
to compose a picture of semantic web technology us-
age in the different video analysis domains and to iden-
tify open challenges. For each paper, a careful analysis
of the referenced works has been carried out to identify
new potential candidates and retrieve surveys already
available in literature. Several papers using knowledge
based approaches and SW to address only traditional
image analysis tasks (segmentation, region labeling,
object recognition, etc.) have not been included in this
survey. The selection process lead to the identification
of 77 papers: 31 conference papers, 41 journal papers,
4 book chapters, a W3C specification. The remainder
of this work is organized as follows: in the next sec-
tion an overview of the Semantic Web and the related
technological stack is presented. Section 3 provides
a review of past surveys about knowledge based ap-
proaches in the research areas of computer vision, im-
age understanding, multimedia content analysis. Sec-
tion 4 is the core of the paper: here a detailed review of
the selected papers is provided. In Section 5 an anal-
ysis of the works and some considerations about the
adoption of semantic web technologies for video anal-
ysis are provided. Section 6 draws the conclusions.

2. A quick overview of Semantic Web

The Semantic Web [8] has been introduced in 2001
as an extension of classic Web (the web of data)
with the aim of representing resources in a machine-
understandable way by means of formal descriptions
and annotations that improve sharing and reuse across
different systems and applications. In this context, on-
tology has become a standard for the “description (like
a formal specification of a program) of the concepts
and relationships that can formally exist for an agent
or a community of agents" [34]. W3C recommended
the Ontology Web Language (OWL) for ontology def-
inition. OWL provides powerful and expressive con-
structs and Description Logic reasoning services. First
specifications for the description of resources and the
representation of properties were provided by the Re-
source Description Framework that use Uniform Re-
source Identifiers (URIs) for the identification of de-
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scribed resources. RDF semantics are basically defined
by: RDF Schema (RDFS), that provides constructs to
divide resources into classes and properties allowing
to define subclasses and sub properties; OWL has a
more expressive power with respect to RDFS and sup-
ports the definition of transitive, functional and inverse
properties, equivalent classes and properties and car-
dinality restrictions. RDF contents are represented and
stored as triples and can be effectively managed us-
ing SPARQL1 (recoursive acronym of SPARQL Proto-
col and RDF Query Language) language, that allows
to perform complex queries including union, optional
query parts, and filters over RDF graphs. SPARQL
1.12 adds a number of new features to the query lan-
guage, including subqueries, value assignment, path
expressions, or aggregates - such as COUNT, etc..; it
also includes a specification of SPARQL Update that
supports, in addition, the conditional insertion and re-
moval of triples from an RDF store. RDF concepts can
be also manipulated programmatically by using differ-
ent tools (OWL API [39], Jena [51]) available for dif-
ferent programming languages.

2.1. From OWL to rule support

In OWL the representation involves sets of objects
(concepts) that can be related to themselves (or to
datatypes) through relationships (roles), each object
being an individual. Essentially based on Descrip-
tion Logics (DL), OWL has been proposed with 3
variants of different expressive power: the first two,
named OWL Lite and OWL DL, are adaptation of DL
SHIF(D) and SHOIN (D) respectively; OWL Full
has full compatibility with RDFS but it is rarely im-
plemented since it is undecidable. OWL2 [37] tries
to compensate some drawbacks of the first release of
OWL presenting insufficient capabilities to be applied
to several practical applications [30]. OWL2 maintains
backward compatibility with previous version but also
extends OWL both in terms of syntax and expressive-
ness3. As for OWL, different profiles have been pro-
posed with a trade-off between expressiveness and rea-
soning efficiency. In order to avoid adoption failures as
for OWL Lite, the OWL2 profiles are built identifying
maximal OWL2 sublanguages that are implementable

1SPARQL 1.0 recommendation was released by W3C on January
2008.

2Officially released as W3C recommendation on March 2013.
3see https://www.w3.org/TR/2012/REC-owl2-new-features-

20121211/ for more details

in a polynomial time. In order to achieve this objec-
tive the main sources of intractability (i.e. disjunction,
or negation together with conjunction, restrictions on
maximal criminality, etc.) has been removed from the
OWL2 profiles. As described in [37] the three OWL2
profiles are:

– OWL2 EL, that is particularly useful in appli-
cations employing ontologies that contain very
large numbers of properties and/or classes. This
profile captures the expressive power used by
many such ontologies and is a subset of OWL 2
for which the basic reasoning problems can be
performed in time that is polynomial with respect
to the size of the ontology.

– OWL2 QL, that is meant for applications that
use very large volumes of instance data, and
where query answering is the most important rea-
soning task. In OWL 2 QL, conjunctive query
answering can be implemented using conven-
tional relational database systems. Using a suit-
able reasoning technique, sound and complete
conjunctive query answering can be performed in
LOGSPACE with respect to the size of the data
(assertions).

– OWL2 RL, that is meant for applications that re-
quire scalable reasoning without sacrificing too
much expressive power. It is designed to accom-
modate OWL 2 applications that can trade the full
expressivity of the language for efficiency, as well
as RDF(S) applications that need some added
expressivity. The ontology consistency, class ex-
pression satisfiability, class expression subsump-
tion, instance checking, and conjunctive query
answering problems can be solved in time that is
polynomial with respect to the size of the ontol-
ogy.

Reasoning services are based on DL and adopt the
well known open world assumption, where statements
about knowledge that are not included in or inferred
from the knowledge explicitly recorded in the sys-
tem may be considered unknown, rather than wrong
or false. Different tools and algorithms are available
to perform reasoning (Pellet, Fact++, Hermit [53]) and
services like instance checking, subsumption, consis-
tency, realisation and satisfiability are typically pro-
vided. The integration of OWL with rules allows to
overcome some limitations on expressiveness (for ex-
ample the tree model property) especially in problems
where structures cannot be effectively captured in a-
temporal manner (activity recognition). The Seman-
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tic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [40] has been intro-
duced to this aim, allowing to define rules to be in-
terpreted under the first logic semantics. In particular,
DL-safe rules [54] were defined to maintain decidabil-
ity by acting only over known individuals (most rea-
soners only implement a subset of SWRL to preserve
DL-safety). In 2011, SPIN (SPARQL Inferencing No-
tation) has been introduced as a W3C Member Sub-
mission4 providing meta-modeling capabilities that al-
low users to define their own SPARQL functions and
query templates and includes a ready to use library
of common functions. SPIN allows to specify con-
strains using the property spin:constraint (to
link a class with constraint checks that all instances
of the class need to fulfill) and add rules through the
property spin:rule (to link a class with inferenc-
ing rules that construct new information from the state-
ments about the instances). Since rules are expressed
in SPARQL, they can run directly on RDF data with-
out a need for “materialization". SPIN Templates also
make it possible to define such rules in higher-level do-
main specific languages so that rule designers do not
need to work with SPARQL directly. Thanks to the
availability of development tools, SPIN has achieved
a large adoption in industrial applications to represent
SPARQL rules and constraints on Semantic Web mod-
els.

The relevance to define constrains on RDF data,
needed in many practical applications, lead the W3C to
create the RDF Data Shapes Working Group having in
charge to produce W3C recommendation for describ-
ing structural constraints and validate RDF instance
data against those constrains. In July 2017 The Work-
ing group released the recommendation for a new lan-
guage for expressing constraints named Shapes Con-
straint Language (SHACL). The design philosophy be-
hind SHACL is to provide a high-level vocabulary
called SHACL Core and an extension mechanism that
allows to associate SPARQL queries with classes and
other resources, similar to how SPIN worked.

3. Previous surveys

In the past years, different interesting surveys have
been proposed to discuss knowledge based computer
vision in a broader perspective or to review the use
of ontologies for image annotation and retrieval, con-

4http://www.w3.org/Submission/2011/SUBM-spin-overview-
20110222/

text modeling, event and human activity recognition
and pervasive computing. For example, Fiorini et al.
[23] review the area of Knowledge-Based Computer
Vision focusing on knowledge representation aspects.
Their analysis highlights the what part (knowledge
necessary for KBCV) and the how part (representa-
tion formalism, model structure and symbol ground-
ing), both indicating ontologies as the most pervasive
concept in recent trends. The works of Hanbury [36]
and Dasiopoulou et al. [20] present an overview of the
state of the art in image and video annotation meth-
ods and tools. They show how domain specific ontolo-
gies can support tools for describing contents or rep-
resenting low-level descriptors. Sjekavica et al. [67]
present an overview of the most common ontologies
in multimedia domain and for annotation of multime-
dia content. In particular, their work compares four on-
tologies for semantic annotation - COMM (Core On-
tology for Multimedia Annotation), Ontology for Me-
dia Resources 1.0, M3O (Multimedia Metadata On-
tology), LSCOM (Large Scale Concept Ontology for
Multimedia) - evaluating supported types of multime-
dia content, language, used design patterns, number of
classes and properties. A survey of content based im-
age retrieval with high level semantics is proposed by
Liu et al. [48] that emphasize the use of object on-
tologies to provide a qualitative definition of high-level
query concepts (color, position, size, shape) while the
work of Kannan et al. in [43] exploits approaches
for automatic video annotation with higher level con-
cepts, complex events retrieval, automatic representa-
tion of image/video based on semantics and annota-
tion of video based on rules. The work of Bettini et al.
[12] describe ontologies and semantic web technolo-
gies as good candidates to meet the requirements of
context modeling and reasoning techniques, being ca-
pable to handle effectively information types and their
relationships with the uncertainty of context informa-
tion. A comparison of available methods for context
modeling is also provided. Turaga et al. [74] discuss
methods to model actions with simple and complex
dynamics and, referring to knowledge and logic-based
approaches, emphasizes the important role of ontol-
ogy in standardizing activity definitions, allowing easy
portability to specific deployments and enabling sys-
tems interoperability. The use of ontologies for Human
Behavior Recognition is also reviewed in [61], where
Rodriguez et al. also emphasize ontological models as
the most promising tools for their flexibility and rep-
resentation capabilities as long as for reasoning and
information sharing objectives. They present a set of
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upper ontologies designed to represent human activ-
ity, as well as domain ontologies that can serve the
same aim in context-aware intelligent environments. In
[59] Poppe et al. provide a comprehensive review of
the advantages of using Semantic Web Technologies
in video surveillance domain exploiting the need for
describing video analytics with a common metadata
format and discussing semantic reasoning by means
of rules. A survey on semantic web technologies in
pervasive computing have been proposed by Ye et al.
[83]. They focus on information modeling and reason-
ing along with streaming data and uncertainty handling
for exploiting the use of Semantic Web technologies to
represent contextual information and enhance data ex-
change. Another interesting survey has been recently
proposed by Onofri et al. [56], where particular atten-
tion is devoted to the problem of activity recognition in
video streams as addressed by systems incorporating a
priori knowledge and context information. To the ex-
tend of our knowledge, this is the first work focusing
on semantic web technologies applied to video analy-
sis problems.

4. Semantic technologies for video analysis

As described in section 2 the semantic web technol-
ogy stack is built around two central pillars: the ontol-
ogy (and related representation schemas) and reason-
ing. For that reason, the following sections present, in
different video analysis areas, the use of ontology for
formally representing information and annotating con-
tents; moreover, we will explore the use of reasoning
technology for inferring new knowledge at different
levels.

4.1. Low-level analysis: detection, segmentation and
tracking

A first interesting work is presented by Dasiopoulou
et al. [19]: here a multimedia ontology encodes the
semantic concepts of the domain with qualitative at-
tributes, low-level features, object spatial relations and
processing methods, while F-logic rules are defined
to govern the application of analysis methods. The
proposed approach has been experimented to Formula
One, soccer, and beach vacations videos producing in-
teresting results. The paper is particularly interesting
since it demonstrates different uses of SW technolo-
gies. In particular, ontologies (even using a less ex-
pressing language i.e. RDFS in spite of OWL) are

used for both representing relevant semantic concepts
for the domain in terms of object classes (e.g. for the
formula one domain we have car, road, grass, etc.),
feature classes (like size, color, motion, etc.) together
with classes describing specific properties like color
models, etc.. The ontology is also used for represent-
ing the properties of the different algorithms to be ap-
plied for content analysis (like k-means, motion clus-
tering, etc.). Instances of the ontology are connected
through properties (i.e. a car hasFeature a specific size,
or hasColor a color, etc.). The reasoning part, imple-
mented through F-Logic rules, uses the information
available in the ontology for deciding which algorithm
to use according to the characteristics of the content
to be analyzed (low level features). The technologi-
cal choices for knowledge representation (RDFS) and
rule-based reasoning (F-Logic) are imposed by the de-
velopment environment used for the framework (on-
toEdit and OntoBroker respectively). Through the ex-
perimentation, the authors demonstrate a significant
improvement with respect to traditional approaches for
region identifications (i.e. for car identification in for-
mula one domain there is an improvement of 31% on
correct identification and only 7% of misses instead of
33% of traditional ones). The downside highlighted by
the authors is the collection and analysis of informa-
tion to be included in the ontology in particular with
respect to the features attributes like color, homogene-
ity, motion, etc.

On the same line is the paper proposed by García
et al. [27] that aims at defining a knowledge-based
framework for video object segmentation where rela-
tionships among analysis stages are exploited. The key
idea is to provide a rich description of the scene at low,
mid and high semantic levels through an ontology; in
particular, a first stage comprise the low-level analysis
modules (background subtraction, short-term change
detection, point or region tracking, motion field esti-
mation...) which are provided with a structure to col-
laborate and achieve consistent results with the con-
sidered application context; results of these algorithms
are modeled as classes in the analysis ontology, repre-
senting the lowest abstraction level for occurrences in
the scene. The following stages, starting from results
of low levels, build Point Hypothesis Maps (PHM)
and Region Hypothesis Maps where the most proba-
ble states (occurrences) of each point and region re-
spectively are coded according to the ScenePoint and
SceneRegion hierarchies of the analysis ontology. A
feedback path allows to evaluate the quality of the re-
sults at each stage repeating iteratively the association
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process until consistency is reached. As a measure of
the quality of the whole system, the authors provide
quantitative background segmentation results obtained
by comparing the system with other state of art ap-
proach (Mixture of Gaussian and Bayesian approach)
on VSSN06 dataset showing a minimum improvement
of 50%. Gomez et al. [29] propose a computer vision
framework that relies on an ontology based represen-
tation of the scene and combines contextual informa-
tion and sensor data. The key aspect is the application
of logical reasoning starting from data coming from a
classical tracker with the aim of constructing an onto-
logical model of the objects and the activities happen-
ing in a observed area. Reasoning procedures are used
to detect and predict tracking errors, sending feedback
to the tracker in order to attune the low-level image-
processing algorithms. The proposed system relies on
two main modules: a general tracking layer and a con-
text layer. The general tracking layer is a software pro-
gram that performs movement detection, blob-track as-
sociation, track creation and deletion as well as tra-
jectory generation. The contextual layer receives data
from the general tracking layer producing as a result
a high level interpretation of the scene together with a
feedback for the general tracking layer (a set of recom-
mendations to be performed). In particular, the ontol-
ogy models Camera Data, Tracking Data, Scene Ob-
jects, Activities, Impact and threats, Feedback. The au-
thors use RACER reasoner (with new RACER Query
Language - nRQL) for scene interpretation since it al-
lows abductive reasoning. In fact, abductive rules are
defined in the framework to interpret what is happen-
ing in the scene from the basic tracking data (creating
a new Person instance when a track bigger than a pre-
defined size not already assigned is detected in the im-
age). The authors show the use of the framework in a
surveillance application using the PETS2002 dataset.
An ontology-driven approach for the semantic analysis
of video is also proposed in [58] where a multimedia
ontology for segmentation is designed. The knowledge
architecture is actually made of four modules: the Core
Ontology, the Mid-Level Ontology, the Domain Ontol-
ogy and the Multimedia Ontology. While the Core and
Mid-Level ontologies (based on DOLCE [26]) contain
specification of domain independent concepts, Mul-
timedia Ontology is defined to model the content of
multimedia data and includes algorithms for process-
ing the content. The Information Object (IO) design
pattern, previously proposed for extending the DOLCE
core ontology, was extended so that the Multimedia
Information Object (MMIO) could combine DOLCE

IO pattern with MPEG-7 standard for the representa-
tion of media content and multimedia features. As a
sub-class of MMIO, the Visual Information Object is
exploited since it carries the visual information. The
whole ontology infrastructure is linked with the signal
domain by a combined use of a temporal and a spatial
segmentation algorithm, a layered structure of Support
Vector Machines (SVMs)-based classifiers to associate
the keyframe with the appropriate concept. Since the
association mechanism requires a fusion step to make
decisions starting from local and global features, a Ge-
netic Algorithm is implemented to address the opti-
mization problem. These processing methods support
the decomposition of visual information and the detec-
tion of the defined domain-specific concepts. In par-
ticular, the performances of the procedure have been
assessed in the domain of disaster news videos, where
the ability to achieve an accurate keyframe-concept as-
sociation was evaluated with interesting results (about
98% accuracy in fire detection for keyframe-concept
association using global-level information). The use
of semantic technologies has also been exploited in
conjunction with traditional bottom-up video analy-
sis methods with the aim of detecting and correcting
common errors associated with the low-level tracking
step. In particular, Greco et al. demonstrate in [31]
how an hybrid solution, that involves the semantic an-
notation of the output of a standard tracking algo-
rithm, can improve the overall system performances
on standard datasets (PETS09) thanks to the use of a
custom defined tracking ontology and a set of SPIN
functions/rules that help identifying common mistakes
such as false positives, misses and ID switches.

4.2. Mid and high level analysis: Visual event and
activity recognition

One of the first proposals for representing video
events through ontology is the Video Event Repre-
sentation Language (VERL) [25]. The key contribu-
tion is the idea of modeling events as composable so
that complex events can be constructed by compos-
ing simpler activities in a hierarchical framework. The
lowest-level events are primitive events while compos-
ite events are defined by compositions of lower-level
events by using operations such as sequencing. For ex-
ample, an event involving a person getting out of a car
and going into a building is described using the fol-
lowing sequence: opening car door, getting out of car,
closing car door (optional), walking to building, open-
ing building door, and entering building. More com-
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plex composition operations such as iteration and al-
ternation as well as composite events containing mul-
tiple simultaneous events (multithreaded) can be de-
fined. Temporal relationships between subevents can
be handled by using Allen’s interval algebra, which de-
fines qualitative relations between intervals. The au-
thors provide a detailed example of VERL application
to the description of a “tailgating" event (an action that
involves gaining access to a secure facility by entering
behind an authorized individual) in surveillance video,
which also demonstrates the power of such a repre-
sentation. The VERL representation and the design of
ontologies for visual activity recognition starting from
general design principles have been also discussed by
Akdemir et al. in [3]. They mention qualitative evalu-
ation principles (such as clarity, coherence, extendibil-
ity...) [34] and provide several examples from existing
ontologies (Cruise Parking Lot, Tail-gate definition in
Perimeter and Internal Security, Shoplifting in Store
Security). As a main contribution, some improvements
are proposed with respect to the above mentioned prin-
ciples and a discussion on granularity issues in ontol-
ogy design is provided focusing also on the role of
context in determining the ontological complexity. The
authors demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach
with a comparison between the cases of Bank Surveil-
lance (a controlled environment where a fine granular-
ity is not needed) and Airport Surveillance, where the
system achieves from 80% to 100% accuracy .

The idea of representing complex events as a se-
quence of simple events can be found also in other
works such as in [69] where Snidaro et al. propose an
ontology to describe contextual knowledge in video
surveillance domain. Ontology is organized into three
branches of classes that model background, entities
and events. The event class is specialized into sub-
classes that describe simple events, spatial events
and transitive events, allowing to show how complex
events can be described through simple events se-
quencing. They formalize a set of rules in SWRL lan-
guage to perform event detection and provide some
preliminary qualitative results by evaluating such rules
(for example to detect a stop of a vehicle in an unau-
thorized place for an amount of time over a specified
threshold value) through the Jess rule engine5. In the
same way, SanMiguel et al. [62] propose an ontology
for representing the prior knowledge related to video
event analysis.

5http://www.jessrules.com/docs/71/ last access on September
2016)

Such a knowledge is described in terms of scene-
related entities (Object, Event, and Context), system-
related entities (Capabilities, Reactions...). The key
contribution of the work is the integration of different
types of knowledge in an ontology with the purpose of
detecting the objects and events in a video scene. In
addition, it is shown how the complex events can be
described by simple events providing a domain exten-
sion for the Underground Video-surveillance domain
and mapping the knowledge described in the ontology
to a visual analysis framework dependent on the de-
fined events to be detected. Experiments were carried
out on several sequences from the the i-LIDS dataset
for AVSS2007 and the PETS2006 dataset achieving
from 74% to 79% precision.

A different approach to the application of ontolog-
ical languages to video event detection has been pro-
posed by Town [73]. Here the innovative aspect lays
in the possibility to learn effective high-level state and
event recognition mechanisms from a set of annotated
training sequences by incorporating syntactic and se-
mantic constraints represented by an ontology. The au-
thor uses video sequences and ground truth from the
CAVIAR project 6 to define an ontology of visual con-
tent descriptors arranged in a hierarchy of scenarios,
situations, roles, states, and visual properties and then
proposes to train Bayesian networks to perform infer-
ence over ontology terms.

The use of ontology and rules can improve video se-
mantic analysis also by providing an integrated repre-
sentation of low-level features and video content anal-
ysis algorithms as shown by Bai et al. in [5]. They
use a domain ontology (described in OWL language)
to define high level semantic concepts and their re-
lations within the considered domain while providing
rules in Description Logic which describe how algo-
rithms for video analysis should be applied accord-
ing to different perception content and low-level fea-
tures. Furthermore, temporal Description Logic is used
by the authors to describe the semantic events and a
reasoning algorithm is proposed for events detection,
demonstrating performances in a soccer video domain
and achieving from 91,7% to 100% precision. In the
same way, Zaidenberg et al. [85] propose an ontology
based framework for event recognition called ScReK
(Scenario Recognition based on Knowledge) with a

6EC Funded CAVIAR project/IST 2001 37540,
http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CAVIAR/ last access on Septem-
ber 2016.
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novel group tracking approach. The ontology models
the events and vision primitives defined by domain and
vision experts, while the application domain knowl-
edge to be encoded in the ontology is described by
means of a custom proposed declarative language. In
particular, an ontology composed of 45 generic event
models (re-usable in any applications with groups)
and 4 specific event models (defined with the help of
metro surveillance staff) has been used for the evalu-
ation of the group tracking approach using both real
and standard datasets (CAVIAR) obtaining up to 96%
precision. The work in [64] also shows a distributed
framework for video analysis that automatically es-
timates the optimal workflow needed to analyze dif-
ferent application domains. The key aspect is to de-
scribe the considered domain, the capabilities of anal-
ysis and the user preferences by means of a hierar-
chical ontological semantic representation. The rela-
tions between the semantic descriptions allow to se-
lect the most appropriate tools available (algorithms
and detection procedures). In particular, a rule-based
approach is applied to extract the entities relevant to
solve the analysis problem and compute their execu-
tion order. The selection process for specific algorithm
implementations (when multiple choices are available)
is modeled as a constraints satisfaction problem (CSP),
so that an automatic workflow composition is actu-
ally obtained. The experimental stage is carried out in
four domains, representing real scenarios for detecting
abandoned objects in video surveillance. For each do-
main, sequences from standard datasets have been se-
lected (AVSS2007, PETS2006, CANTATA and HER-
MES). Results show that the method can obtain up to
80% precision in event detection. The authors empha-
size as main advantage of the framework the integra-
tion of ontology-based descriptions and video analysis
tools so that any domain properly described by the on-
tology can be analyzed; the approach is also suitable
for distributed settings due to its scalable nature. Tani
et al. [44] use an ontology based-approach to detect
single/multiple objects events through a set of SWRL
rules. The scene is described according to the concepts
modeled in the ontology. Once a video analysis mod-
ule extracts the blobs from the video stream using low
level features, the bounding box that enclose them are
provided as input to the semantic module that instan-
tiates the object and the properties within the ontol-
ogy. By using a set of SWRL rules, the reasoner first
classifies the bounding boxes to identify their meaning
(Person or Group) and then select the appropriate event
class by means of another set of rules. To represent the

scene, a manual segmentation is performed; then blobs
are extracted by grouping foreground pixels obtained
from a background subtraction algorithm. The authors
use the PETS2012 as a case study to depict qualita-
tively the efficacy of the approach in detecting walking
events, group running, group formation and splitting.

Some works make large use of ontology to address
the problem of human activity recognition in daily liv-
ing. For example, Chen et al. [17] introduce an ap-
proach to activity recognition based on the use of on-
tological modeling, representation and reasoning, by
analyzing in particular the nature and characteristics
of Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) and modeling
the related concepts through ontologies. The authors
describe the algorithms of activity recognition mak-
ing full use of the reasoning power of semantic mod-
eling and representation. The work shows that onto-
logical ADL models are very flexible and can be eas-
ily customised, deployed and scaled up; a simplified
application scenario, the recognition of “MakeDrink"
ADL, is used to demonstrate the proposed approach,
its implementation and operation. In the same way,
Riboni et al [60] define the formal semantics of hu-
man activities by means of a novel OWL2 activity on-
tology and use reasoning modules to recognize that
a user is performing a certain activity by aggregating
sensor data and information about people and objects.
They also exploit OWL2 operators in order to repre-
sent most rule-based activity definitions by ontological
axioms, preserving decidability and formal semantics.
A real-world dataset of sensor readings, annotated with
the activities performed by a person living in a smart-
home for 28 days is used to test performance: eight
ADLs are monitored, including having dinner, toilet-
ing, showering and sleeping obtaining up to 80% ac-
curacy . Recently, Meditskos et al [52] have also pro-
posed an ontology-based hybrid framework for activity
recognition in Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) envi-
ronments. The proposed solution combines OWL2 ac-
tivity patterns and a SPARQL-based approach to over-
come OWL2 limitation in supporting temporal reason-
ing and dynamic assertion of structured individuals.
Here the reasoning framework is enhanced with a con-
ceptual layer that allows the formal representation of
activity meta-knowledge by means of DOLCE+DnS
Ultralite (DUL) ontology patterns. Anyway, the au-
thors do not report comparisons with existing meth-
ods or quantitative results at this stage. Other works
have investigated the possibility of recognizing events
in video taking advantages of the accuracy of proba-
bilistic approaches as well as the descriptive capabili-
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ties of semantic-based approaches as presented in [63].
The work shows how the formalization of knowledge
relevant to video analysis within a specific domain can
be used to define strategies for the event recognition.
A two-layer strategy is proposed to recognize events
handling the uncertainty of the low-level analysis: the
short-term layer to recognize timeless events (changes
in object features); the long-term layer to detect events
with a temporal relation among their counterparts. The
authors evaluate the approach on controlled environ-
ments (knowledge about object types that can appear)
and uncontrolled environments (public places) select-
ing sequences from different datasets (VISOR, HER-
MES, AVSS...) obtaining up to 88,5% accuracy.

In recent times, there is an increasing interest to-
wards the recognition of abnormal events with the
use of ontologies. An approach to detect high level
events using SWRL has been presented by Pantoja
et al. [57]: it combines middle-level events and in-
formation (about actors and actions) extracted from
a Visual Analysis module with a semantic rules in-
ference system to detect meaningful high level crime
scenarios. Rules are created manually using an em-
pirical criteria, where experts look at instances of the
events in videos and create a natural language descrip-
tion of the rules (the authors provide a detailed ex-
ample of pick-pocketing where the thief is not alone,
and carries out a real “relay" with an accomplice,
passing to him the crime body, in order to not being
caught with the stolen bag or wallet). Such descrip-
tion is then encoded in SWRL language and embed-
ded in the knowledge base’s TBox. The experimen-
tal stage is carried out using two components: a first
component performs visual analysis on CCTV scenes;
then results are stored in a semantic framework where
reasoning is performed with description logic rules.
First experiments are made by using Madrid Police
videos and show that the statistical performance of the
reasoner in detecting crimes in real world situations
is encouraging, 60% accuracy in the average, up to
83% when recognizing vandalism against the walls.
As the authors observe, the SWRL standard does not
allow the creation, by inference, of new individuals,
but only the addition of data and object properties to
the existing ones. In this way it is not possible, di-
rectly, to create a new event from deductions made
on two already defined events, but only relationships
between them can be expressed. The work proposed
by Greco et al. [33] overcomes this problem by using
SPIN technology. Here contextual knowledge is mod-

eled through a general tracking ontology used to anno-
tate a tracker output and enable reasoning. In particu-
lar, the ontology models information coming from the
tracking component (frames, bounding box...), knowl-
edge about the scene (static and dynamic objects, oc-
cluding objects...), Situations and Events (people leav-
ing scene, falling ground, fighting...). SPIN rules and
functions are used to determine when a particular event
occurs while SPARQL queries are employed for ana-
lytics tasks. The system has proven to successfully rec-
ognize Mid level events (ex. people falling to ground)
and High level events (ex. person being attacked) on
PETS2016 dataset.

Interesting applications have been also recently pro-
posed in the field of aerial surveillance by unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV). In [16] an approach exploiting
the synergy between the tracking methods and seman-
tic technologies for automatic object labeling has been
proposed. The aim of the work is to enhance and un-
derstand situation awareness, as well as critical alert-
ing situations: the UAV with an embedded camera is
used to recognize moving and permanently fixed ob-
jects within the scene as well as relations and inter-
actions between them. Here contextual informations
are used to detect alerting and dangerous situations.
The authors propose a first test of the system by us-
ing videos captured from a drone flying on the univer-
sity campus of Salerno. In particular, a case is reported
where the system is able to recognize a dangerous situ-
ation by means of SWRL rules associated to mid level
activities "man kicking a ball on the road" and "car
passing through the same road".

4.3. Video retrieval applications

In the following, some interesting works exploit-
ing the capabilities of semantic technologies for video
search and retrieval problems are described.

One of the first ontology based method to address
the information retrieval problem in generic multime-
dia content collections, where no key images or textual
annotations are available, has been proposed by Kom-
patsiaris et al. [45]. Still-image and video segmenta-
tion tools are used to enable time-efficient and unsu-
pervised analysis of visual information within spatial
or spatio-temporal objects to allow “content-based" ac-
cess and manipulation via the extraction of MPEG-
7 compliant low-level indexing features for each ob-
ject. The key point is the use of ontologies to asso-
ciate low-level indexing features and descriptors (tex-
ture, dominant color, contour shape) with higher-level
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concepts (or keywords) that humans are more famil-
iar with. In particular, the ontologies are employed to
allow the user to query an image and video collection
using semantically meaningful concepts (semantic ob-
jects), without the need for performing manual anno-
tation of visual information. The ontology paradigm is
coupled with a relevance feedback mechanism, based
on support vector machines, to achieve better preci-
sion in retrieving the desired content. The resulting re-
trieval scheme provides flexibility in defining the de-
sired semantic object/keyword and bridges the gap be-
tween automatic semantic indexing for specific do-
mains and query-by-example approaches. The authors
test the proposed methodology by using standard im-
age dataset (5000 images from Corel library) and 812
video shots created by digitizing parts of movies and
collecting video clips available on the Internet. The
experimentation results demonstrate the use of on-
tologies and their importance in associating low-level
features to high-level concepts in a flexible manner.
In particular two object ontology have been defined:
one for describing a blue car and another for describ-
ing a brown horse. The evaluation demonstrates bet-
ter performance (both in terms of precision and recall)
with respect to traditional approach based on global
histogram. In the same way, Town [73] presents a
query and retrieval method called OQUEL (ontologi-
cal query language) to facilitate formulation and eval-
uation of queries consisting of sentences expressed in
a language designed for general purpose retrieval of
photographic images. Sentences in such a language are
linked to visual evidence iteratively, using the ontology
as a structured probabilistic prior to tie together dif-
ferent recognition and processing methodologies. The
most interesting aspect lies in the retrieval process that,
entirely acting within the ontological domain defined
by the syntax and semantics of the user query, utilizes
automatically extracted image segmentation and clas-
sification information, as well as Bayesian networks
to infer higher level and composite terms. The pro-
posed approach becomes an effective mechanism for
addressing two key problems of content based image
retrieval: (i) the ambiguity of image content and user
intention and (ii) the semantic gap which exists be-
tween user and system notions of relevance. By bas-
ing such a language on an extensible ontology, one can
explicitly state ontological commitments about cate-
gories, objects, attributes and relations without hav-
ing to pre-define any particular method of query eval-
uation or image interpretation. OQUEL queries (sen-
tences) are prescriptive rather than descriptive, i.e. the

focus is on making it easy to formulate desired image
characteristics as concisely as possible. In order to al-
low users to enter both simple keyword phrases and
arbitrarily complex compound queries, the language
grammar features constructs such as predicates, rela-
tions, conjunctions and a specification syntax for im-
age content. The latter includes adjectives for image
region properties (i.e. shape, colour, and texture) and
both relative and absolute object location. Desired im-
age content can be denoted by nouns such as labels
for automatically recognized visual categories of stuff
(grass, cloth, sky, etc.) and through the use of derived
higher level terms for composite objects and scene de-
scription (e.g. animals, vegetation, winter scene). The
OQUEL language has been implemented has part of
the ICON content-based image retrieval system. The
author compares the method with other query compo-
sition and retrieval approaches available in ICON sys-
tem (query-by-example and a combination of sketch
and feature-based retrieval) demonstrating its superior
efficiency and flexibility. In particular, 670 images (ex-
tracted from the Corel images library) and 412 ama-
teur digital pictures of highly variable quality and con-
tent were chosen to build the experimentation dataset.
Twelve OQUEL query has been defined and assess-
ments (in terms of relevant vs non-relevant items re-
trieved) were carried out manually for all 1082 images.
Example of queries are: "indoors & people in fore-
ground"; "some water in the bottom half which is sur-
rounded by trees and grass, size at least 10%"; "city or
countryside". For only three query out of 12 the sys-
tem presents a normalized Rank value equal or slight
greater than the other methods.

A comparison between traditional keyword based
image retrieval and an ontology based image retrieval
by constructing ontologies not only from text annota-
tions, but also employing a combination of text anno-
tation and image feature is proposed by Wang et al.
[76]. The authors choose a challenging experimental
domain, canine (a sub-domain of animal), and derive
the formal definition and domain knowledge for the
animal ontology from the BBC Science & Nature An-
imal category. They also define a textual description
ontology (purely based on text to encapsulate high-
level description) and a visual description ontology
that incorporates classes and relationships extracted
from low-level features. The experimental stage com-
pares the ontology based image retrieval system with
the Google image search. The experiment dataset is set
up by a total of 4000 images using the top 200 Google
images of each of the 20 canine subspecies. For the
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comparison, the authors use the Google image Search
with text ontology-based retrieval and multi-modality
ontology-based retrieval. For semantic matchmaking
of ontologies, they choose RACER as reasoner since it
is able to provide consistency checking of the knowl-
edge base, computing entailed knowledge via resolu-
tion and processing queries through complex reason-
ing. The experimentation results show that the multi-
modality ontology-based retrieval outperforms others
by returning more relevant images with higher rank-
ing. In the best case “arctic fox", the multi-modality
ontology-based retrieval almost overlaps the optimum
by returning the N correct images in the first N rank-
ing positions. The experimentation shows how the per-
formance of the system is strictly related to the accu-
racy of image feature classification used for extracting
low level features from the images (indeed for White-
Fur, the ACCR value is 0.826, the highest among all
species). The authors have also evaluated the precision
of their system demonstrating that their approach out-
performs the others since retrieved image lay in the top
20, 40, 60 and 80 for all 20 canine subspecies. This
demonstrates that by combining the high-level textual
information with low-level image features it is possible
to improve retrieval precision by about 5 to 30 percent.

Snoek et al. [70] propose a multimedia thesaurus
consisting of a set of machine learned concept detec-
tors enriched with semantic descriptions and semantic
structure obtained from WordNet. The key contribu-
tion is an approach to identify, given a multimodal user
query, one of three possible strategies to select a rele-
vant detector: text matching (where the text specifica-
tion of a query is matched with the textual description
of a detector), ontology querying (where the concept
detector that maximizes Resnik’s measure of informa-
tion content is selected), and semantic visual query-
ing (where the detector with the maximum posterior
probability with respect to all available visual mod-
els is selected). In the paper, a general-purpose ontol-
ogy (with over 100,000 concepts) has been linked to
a specific detector set (with several hundreds of con-
cepts). In particular, the authors establish a link be-
tween WordNet and a set of 363 detectors learned from
both MediaMill and LSCOM annotations. The method
has been evaluated against the automatic search task
of the TRECVID2005 video retrieval benchmark, us-
ing a 85 hours long news video archive. The evalua-
tion assesses three different aspects: the influence of
thesaurus size on video search performance (experi-
ment 1); evaluate and compare the multimodal selec-
tion strategies for concept detectors (experiment 2);

and discuss their combined potential using oracle fu-
sion (experiment 3). For the experiments 2 and 3 the
search results are compared against the best possible
concept detector score for each topic in relative per-
centages of average precision (AP%). The results show
that semantically-enriched detectors enhance results in
semantic retrieval tasks in the majority of the cases.
For the experiment 2, in particular, the Semantic Vi-
sual Querying approach outperforms the text matching
and the simple ontology querying achieving the best
score in 12 out of the 24 search queries.

An interesting effort to join together the ontology
based annotation and retrieval concepts and the re-
quirements of the computer vision and video surveil-
lance communities has been made by Vezzani et al.
[75] that propose an open platform for collecting, an-
notating, retrieving, sharing surveillance videos called
the VISOR (VIdeo Surveillance Online Repository)
project. The ViSOR open repository is based on a
reference ontology integrating many concepts from
LSCOM and MediaMill ontologies. The system is con-
ceived as a web application with two main sections:
one working at server side and the other one imple-
menting the client user interface. In particular, the web
interface allows to browse videos, query by annotated
concepts or by keywords, preview compressed video,
download and upload media. The repository contains
metadata annotations, which can be either manually
created as ground truth or automatically generated by
video surveillance systems. In the ViSOR framework
the performance evaluation tool named ViPER-PE has
been integrated, allowing to compare two different an-
notation files and to report performance results.

Yao et al. [82] present a framework (I2T - Image to
Text) for parsing image and video content, extracting
video event and providing semantic and text annota-
tions. The key contribution is the AoG (And-or-Graph)
visual knowledge representation that allows to learn
categorical image representations and symbolic rep-
resentations simultaneously from a large scale image.
The AoG embodies vocabularies of visual elements
including primitives, parts, objects, scenes as well as
a stochastic image grammar that specifies syntactic
relations (i.e. compositional) and semantic relations
(e.g. categorical, spatial, temporal, and functional) be-
tween these visual elements. It connects low-level im-
age features with high-level semantically meaningful
concepts so that the parsed image can be transformed
to a semantic metadata format and finally to a tex-
tual description. The I2T framework provides richer
and semantically oriented annotation of visual contents
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since image and video contents are expressed in both
OWL and text format and allows the integration with
a full text search engine, as well as SPARQL queries,
to provide accurate content-based retrieval. Users can
retrieve images and video clips via keyword search-
ing and semantic-based querying. The approach has
been validated in maritime and urban video surveil-
lance contexts and through a real-time automatic driv-
ing scene understanding system. For both domains,
the authors evaluate event detection and metadata/text
generation with sequences of different scenes. The
data set is composed by ten sequences of urban and
maritime scenes, with a total duration of about 120
min, that contain more than 400 moving objects. Vi-
sual events have been extracted and text descriptions
have been generated. The authors define 12 different
kind of events like: entering and exiting the scene,
moving at abnormal speed, approaching traffic inter-
section, watercraft approaching a maritime, an object
following another object, etc.. For automatic driving
scene understanding the authors do not use a specific
dataset (it was an ongoing project) bus simply demon-
strate how it is possible to identify relevant objects
(cars, pedestrian, etc.) in the foreground. In both ex-
perimentation domains, authors do not provide per-
formance data (precision and recall) of the proposed
framework, but show with several images how the sys-
tem is able to provide a textual description of the ob-
jects and the event depicted in the images.

Xue et al. [81] propose an ontology-based con-
tent archive and retrieval framework for surveillance
videos. They define a surveillance domain ontology
that acts as a content description schema to allow hi-
erarchical analysis of video data and then build OWL
description files that represent semantic information of
video clips as a resource ontology. Such an ontology
models the basic feature description in the low level,
the video object description in the mid level and ac-
tivity/event description in the high level. In particu-
lar, the low-level part includes metadata specialization
and MPEG-7 descriptors, the mid level defines Object
classes (fix, mobile and contextual object), the high
level models common activities decomposing complex
events representation into temporal, spatial or logic
combination of objects. For reasoning capabilities, the
Apache Jena framework is used together with OWL
query API to search and retrieve results of the in-
put query via web browser and locate feedback onto
the video data. The authors test the system for object
(walking people) and event (car parking) retrieval us-
ing the PETS 2001 dataset, reporting an average ac-

curacy classification rate of 93.15% without provid-
ing information about the number of objects and event
present in the scene.

Xu et al. in [80] and [79] propose a method to anno-
tate video traffic events by defining concepts (people,
vehicle, traffic signs...) and their spatial and tempo-
ral relations. The major contribution regards the intro-
duction of Video Structural Description (VSD), a hi-
erarchical semantic data model including three differ-
ent layers: pattern recognition layer (that extracts and
represents the contents of the video through the ontol-
ogy), video resources layer (that links video resources
with their semantic relations), user demands layer (the
retrieval engine). The define concepts in the ontology
such as persons, vehicles, and traffic signs, that can
be used for annotating and representing video traffic
events. In addition, the spatial and temporal relation
between objects in an event is defined. As a case study,
an application to annotate and search traffic events is
considered. The application uses a video annotation
ontology that reuses RDF vocabularies from different
knowledge repository (the traffic law of China, the ba-
sic features of car and the basic features of person).
The video annotation module allows to load video re-
sources and annotate them according to the given on-
tology while the video search module allows to search
concepts according to the ontology content. The sys-
tem has been tested for identifying the illegal cars that
use others’ licenses (in China, each car must have a
sole license and a sole license number). The dataset is
composed by 1.19 billion data from the traffic speed
camera. The dataset (stored in ten servers) has been
processed for extracting information about car license,
GIS position, time, car color and model. The rule for
detecting cars with illegal license number has been de-
fined as follow: “the distance between cars with the
same license number should be lower than 15 km in
the time interval of 10 min". The system running on a
Map-Reduce cluster in 50 min has processed the whole
dataset identifying 395 illegal cars.

Sobhani et al. [71] propose an advanced intelligent
forensic retrieval system by taking advantage of an
ontological knowledge representation. A relevant use
case drawn from a real-world event (the UK riots 2011)
is considered, with event sources obtained from CCTV
footage and video footage captured using hand held
devices. OWL is chosen to represent the forensic do-
main ontology which is divided into seven classes (en-
tities, event, event category, place, resource, source and
types of damage); in particular, entities include per-
son, group, organization and object while the event
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category class is split into two sub classes which are
crowd disaster and terrorist attack. The key contribu-
tion of the work is then the analysis and the develop-
ment of the ontology whose major aim is to share a
common understanding of the domain structure among
forensic investigators for addressing difficulties in han-
dling, investigating and filtering a large amount of
data. The ontology is also used to demonstrate how
high level reasoning can be incorporated into an auto-
mated forensic system and has been designed accord-
ing to a well defined process (Top-Down development
process) using 7 competency questions. A dataset of
3.07TB data of CCTV surveillance footage provided
by the Scotland Yard as a part of European LASIE
project has been used. A portion of the dataset of about
3.46GB has been used for the domain ontology pop-
ulation. The reduced dataset has been manually anno-
tated for the test case scenario related to a sports riot
event for identify 9 different activities like: Loitering
around the town center; Smashing vehicles (buses) in
the middle of the road; Attack the police and getting
involve in a fight; etc.. The populated ontology con-
tains 12 individuals in the event class, 8 individuals in
the person.

4.4. Multimedia visual content annotation

First uses of ontology in multimedia are dated back
to 2001, right after the Semantic Web introduction, al-
though they mainly involve the use of ontology as a
thesauri-like approach to manual content annotation
[65].
Later on, ontology has begun to play an important role
also in driving the extraction of semantic description.
Some works have investigated the possibility to map
MPEG-7 visual metadata to ontologies. For example,
Simou et al. [66] present the construction of an ontol-
ogy that represents the structure of the MPEG-7 visual
part to enable machines to generate and understand
visual descriptions which can be used for multime-
dia reasoning. In the same direction, Bloehdorn et al.
[15] propose a software environment (M-Ontomat An-
notizer) that links low level MPEG-7 visual descrip-
tions to conventional Semantic Web ontologies and an-
notations for Multimedia Analysis; in particular, on-
tologies are used to represent high-level multimedia
concept descriptions in conjunction with low-level vi-
sual descriptors and links between them. Some qualita-
tive interesting results are shown in the tennis domain.
Hollink et al. [38] propose a visual ontology (built
out of two existing knowledge corpora - WordNet and

MPEG-7 - by creating links between visual and gen-
eral concepts) to aid video annotation in a broad do-
main and identify requirements for a generic visual
ontology. The idea is interesting, although the results,
which test precision and reliability of annotations, are
at a preliminary level. A first important step towards
the creation of a framework for research on seman-
tic analysis of multimedia content has been achieved
with the development of the first Large-Scale Concept
Ontology for Multimedia (LSCOM) based on a taxon-
omy of 1000 concepts along with a set of use cases
and queries and a large annotated data set of broadcast
news video. This has been described by Naphade et al.
in [55] as a collaborative effort led by IBM, Carnegie
Mellon University, and Columbia University with CyC
corporation and various other research academic and
industrial groups. Fan et al. [21] propose to incorporate
a concept ontology to boost hierarchical video clas-
sifier training and multimodal feature selection. They
show a case study in a specific surgery education do-
main where ontology models common needs and in-
terests of medical students to training certain clinic
skills, which are well-defined by specific medical ed-
ucation program. The integration of a domain-specific
and user-centric concept ontology for video concept
organization and indexing is aimed at enhance med-
ical students’ ability on video access. The paper re-
ports interesting results about the hierarchical boosting
algorithm for classification tasks, but only qualitative
considerations are made for the ontology application.
Hudelot et al. in [42] propose a methodology where
the ontology uses structural information on the spatial
arrangement of the structures and is enriched by fuzzy
representations of concepts which define their seman-
tics, and allow establishing the link between these con-
cepts and the information that can be extracted from
images. This methodological approach is illustrated
on a medical example, dealing with knowledge-based
recognition of brain structures in 3D magnetic reso-
nance images using the proposed fuzzy spatial rela-
tion ontology. No comparison with other methods is
reported. The advantages of using multimedia ontolo-
gies to perform video annotation have been also in-
vestigated by Bertini et al. [9] [11] [10]. They show
how the knowledge modeled by means of ontology
allows to perform more refined annotation with re-
spect to common visual data analysis methods and
exploit a case study on soccer videos. They also in-
troduce the Dynamic Pictorially Enriched Ontology
model that includes linguistic concepts together with
visual prototypes obtained by clustering the instances
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of observed visual data. The Ontology Web Language
(OWL) is used to model both domain concepts and
visual prototypes, and the Semantic Web Rule Lan-
guage (SWRL) to enhance, through reasoning, the re-
sults of the classification and derive new semantic an-
notations. A method to learn a set of rules for seman-
tic video annotation and event recognition by exploit-
ing the domain knowledge embedded into an ontol-
ogy is also proposed where they adapt the First Order
Inductive Learner (FOIL) technique to the Semantic
Web Rule Language (SWRL). The annotation frame-
work was tested on the Formula 1 and soccer domains
to show its general applicability and achievable per-
formance improvements and the use of visual proto-
types with SWRL reasoning show an average improve-
ment in precision of 10 percentage points with respect
to SVM. et al. [6] present an approach for automatic
annotation and retrieval of video content based on on-
tologies and semantic-concept classifiers. Taxonomi-
cal relations between concepts are determined, using
WordNet, to define the ontology schema; the concept
detectors are then linked to the corresponding concepts
in the ontology and a rule-based method (with rules
expressed using SWRL) allows for automatic semantic
annotation of composite concepts and events in videos.
The ontology used for the experiments is built from the
MediaMill detectors thesaurus while the dataset used
is the training set of Trecvid 2005. Results show an
overall improvement of 17,64 percent with respect to
the baseline detectors.

5. Considerations and challenges

The analysis of the selected papers has been de-
veloped according to different perspectives. As men-
tioned in section 1, we have chosen 75 works: 31 con-
ference papers, 40 journal papers, and 3 book chap-
ters. Fig.1 shows the distribution of the works over
the years, according to each category. We can observe
that a relevant number of papers in the field of inter-
est has been published starting from 2005; in particu-
lar a peak in the number of journal and conference pa-
pers per year (about 8) is obtained in 2005, 2006 and
2010 respectively. Interestingly, we can individuate a
correlation between such peaks and the diffusion and
the standardization of important semantic technologies
(reported in the timeline in Fig.2) such as SPARQL
(introduced in 2004 and then standardized in 2008) as
well as the proposal of OWL2 in 2009. Another in-
triguing distribution is reported in Fig. 3 where we

show the number of papers with respect to the defined
taxonomy. In particular, we report: papers about mul-
timedia visual content annotation, mostly representing
the early works in the field; papers on low level anal-
ysis, where the ontology is used to model low level
features and drive detection, segmentation or tracking
processes; papers about video retrieval applications;
papers about mid and high level analysis, which in-
volve visual event and activity recognition, represent-
ing the major contribution of the recent days. Other
works discuss the use of semantic web technologies in
conjunction with general knowledge based systems or
provide a survey of their use in computer vision prob-
lems. In Table 1, for each paper, the main contributions
have been summarized by taking into account the gen-
eral topic, the domains described by means of ontol-
ogy, rules and/or query mechanism involved, dataset
(standard or custom made) used for the experimenta-
tion.

From our analysis, it becomes evident that while the
early works in this field adopted ontology as a mean for
annotating data for retrieval purposes, now semantic
technologies are crucial for event detection and activ-
ity recognition since the most recent papers make large
use of ontologies and last reasoning methodologies to
infer complex activities from atomic events. The role
of ontologies has also become prominent in pervasive
computing since semantic annotation is particularly af-
fordable for fusing data acquired from different sen-
sors (not only video) in the big data and the Internet of
things domains. In particular, according to the defined
taxonomy, works on low level analysis have been pro-
posed since 2005 where ontology, in most cases, mod-
els domain related concepts, represents low level fea-
tures and allows to select appropriate processing meth-
ods for analyzing video contents through reasoning.
Furthermore, there are recent efforts that leverage se-
mantic technologies for low level error detection and
correction. Papers on content annotation and retrieval
are also spread in the whole time frame and make use
of ontology to describe concept detectors, descriptors
(as in the case of MPEG-7 that was first publicly re-
leased in 2002 and received the latest amendment in
2011), linguistic concepts, traffic events and for image
annotation. Research works in the field of mid level
analysis have become popular in the last ten years and
typically use ontology to model activities as composed
of simple events or to represent scenarios, situations,
roles, states and general visual description. More re-
cent works have instead addressed the problem of high
level analysis, where the role of ontologies and rea-
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Fig. 1. Surveyed papers’ distribution over the years
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soning is mostly centered on collecting data from het-
erogeneous sensors (not only video streams) and de-
tect complex activities; in this context, successful ap-
plications have been proposed for monitoring Activi-
ties of Daily Living (ADL) or in the context of Am-
bient Assisted Living (AAL). Such approaches repre-
sent the trend of semantic technologies making use of
OWL ontological knowledge not only to represent do-
main relationships between low-level observations and
high-level activities, but also to support context aggre-
gation and activity interpretation.

What is evident from the overall analysis is that only
few of the published works make custom designed on-
tologies available for public use, except the case of
VERL in 2015. Examples supporting knowledge reuse
are actually very rare and restricted to some specific
schemas like DOLCE, MMIO (Multimedia Informa-
tion Object), LSCOM (Large Scale Concept Ontology
for Multimedia), COMM (Core Ontology for Multi-
media Annotation), Ontology for Media Resources 1.0
and M3O (Multimedia Metadata Ontology). The pres-
ence of so many multimedia ontologies also confirms
a different maturity of such a domain; in fact, multime-
dia has been an early adopter field, as we can observe
from timeline analysis.

Another interesting evidence is about the usage of
OWL. What emerges from several papers is a very
basic adoption of OWL also in cases where simpler
schema like RDFS would be just enough. Only few
applications have fully exploited the OWL character-
istics by also considering the features of the different
profiles. Moreover, a very low adoption of OWL2 and
the related profiles is encountered too.

5.1. Challenges

The intelligent video analysis poses new challenges
to the SW research community. In the area of Big Data
processing, last trends of SW technologies emphasize
the role of stream processing and stream reasoning.
In particular, there is a need to add temporal dimen-
sion to semantic data representation and processing.
Many approaches using extension of SPARQL, like C-
SPARQL, and technologies like Apache Storm to dis-
tribute the processing workload for addressing deci-
sion support needs are emerging for instance in smart
cities [49], or in problems of topic detection and track-
ing on microblogging [50]. We think that a future trend
in this direction could also involve video analysis as
demonstrated in [32].

Our analysis also emphasized the need of develop-
ing and sharing large knowledge graphs to support a
new set of applications that adopt solutions oriented to
the fusion of traditional bottom-up approaches (learn-
ing from data) with top-down (starting from the model
and background knowledge). In this context, SW tech-
nologies have to facilitate the management and infor-
mation extraction from such graphs through incremen-
tal and distributed inference engines by fully exploit-
ing parallel architectures that would allow to execute
inferences in a reasonable amount of time. Another
emerging issue coming from video analysis is related
to uncertainty in knowledge representation. It could be
very difficult for a detection algorithm to discriminate
whether an adult is walking in a scene with a trolley, a
dog or a baby. The possibility to properly annotate ac-
tions in the knowledge base contributes to the creation
of more reliable applications especially in the domain
of intelligent business analytics solutions, that is nowa-
days one of the hottest research areas in video analysis
as demonstrated in [18]. Here, fuzzy and probabilistic
ontologies with related reasoners could help in better
representing the context and understand the possible
situations.

Finally, we conclude our discussion with some con-
siderations about the "Open World" assumption issue,
which “affects" SW language chain and is often seen as
an obstacle in the development of affordable business
applications. Steps ahead have been with the introduc-
tion SPIN technology (actually supported by several
triple store providers even if with some limitation) and
the efforts of SW community in the development of
the Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL) under the
W3C RDF Data Shapes Working Group seem to lead
to promising results.
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Table 1
Summary of the surveyed papers

Taxonomy Papers Ontology modeling Rules/Reasoning Datasets* (standard & custom)

Low level

[19] Domain concepts with qualitative attributes, Low level features, Object
spatial relations and Processing methods

F-logic Formula One, Soccer

[27] Low level features _ VSSN06
[29] Camera Data, Tracking Data, Scene Objects, Activities, Impact and

threats, Feedback
RACER PETS2002

[58] Domain concepts (DOLCE Extension) _ Domain Disaster news
[31] Domain concepts, Low Level Features SPIN PETS2009

Mid level

[25] Composable events with temporal relationships _ Bank Surveillance
[3] Composable events , Contextual information Bank Surveillance, Airport Tarmac Surveillance
[69] Composable events , Contextual information SWRLJess _
[62] Object, Event, Context, Capabilities, Reactions _ i-LIDS , PETS2006
[73] Visual content descriptors (scenarios, situations, roles, states, and visual

properties)
_ CAVIAR project

[5] High level semantic concepts and their relations within the considered
domain

DL Soccer

[85] Events and Vision Primitives _ CAVIAR project
[64] Domain Concepts, Capabilities of the analysis and User preferences _ AVSS2007, PETS2006, CANTATA and HERMES

High level

[44] Low level features, Events SWRL PETS2012
[17] Activity of Daily Living concepts, Algorithms for activity recognition _ _
[60] Human activities, Sensor data , Information about people and objects _
[52] Human activities, Sensor data , Information about people and objects SPIN _
[63] Low level features, events and temporal relations _
[57] Middle level events, actors and actions SWRL
[33] Domain concepts, mid/high level events, low-level features SPIN PETS2016
[16] Domain concepts, low-level features _ _

Content retrieval

[45] Low-level indexing features and descriptor with higher-level concepts _ Corel library
[6] Domain concepts _
[73] Structured probabilistic prior to tie together different recognition and

processing methodologies
_ _

[76] High-level descriptions, classes and relationships extracted from low-
level features

_ _

[70] Concept detectors _ TRECVID2005
[75] Domain concepts _ _
[82] Low level features, high level concepts _ _
[81] Low level features, mid level and activity level description. _ PETS2001
[80] Domain concepts (traffic events) _ _
[71] Forensic domain concepts _ UK Riots 2011 CCTV

Content annotation

[65] Photo annotation _ _
[66] MPEG-7 descriptors and structure _ _
[15] MPEG-7 descriptors and structure _ _
[38] Multimedia Domain Concepts _ Broadcast News Video
[21] Domain concepts _ Surgery education
[42] Structural information on spatial arrangement, fuzzy representations of

concepts
_ 3D magnetic resonance

[10] Visual descriptors, Linguistic concepts _ _
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6. Conclusions

In this work, we have proposed a survey of many
relevant papers concerning the application of Seman-
tic Web technologies to video analysis. Our work was
aimed at characterizing the potentiality offered by se-
mantic web technologies for improving the perfor-
mance of existing algorithms and solutions and en-
abling advanced video analytic functionalities. A tax-
onomy of the SW technology adoption for video anal-
ysis has been proposed and the surveyed papers have
been analyzed according to this taxonomy. Moreover,
an analysis of the considered papers with respect to the
time frame and use of the SW languages has been car-
ried out too. As a result, our study revealed an increas-
ing trend in the use of Semantic Web technologies for
event detection and activity recognition thanks to the
advances in reasoning techniques that allows to infer
effectively complex activities from atomic events. The
use of ontologies is also spreading very quickly in per-
vasive computing since semantic annotation is partic-
ularly affordable for fusing data acquired from differ-
ent sensors in the big data and the Internet of things
domains. That said, we expect more and more video
analysis applications to come in the near future thanks
to the maturity of stream processing and reasoning and
the advances in parallel processing technologies in the
Big Data analysis domain, that allow to distribute the
workload in an efficient way.
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